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INTRODUCTION 

~is is the final report submitted to the Atomic Energy Commission by the 

Studebaker-FackSrd Corporation in fulfillment of Contract AT(30-3)-214 • 

DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS 

Contract AT(30-3)-214 calls for the study of a gas cooled reactor having the 

following design specifications and desired characteristics~ 

(a) Net capa'bility of 15,000 KW of electricity at standard generating 

conditions and o .6o, o .Bo load factors. 

(b) System will be operated in populated areas. 

(c) Cost of SNM and SO\lrce materials to be consistent With current classi-

f'ied pricing schedules. 

(d) Conduct preliminary parametric studies of the system to determine. the 

aptimam gas turbine power plant cycle. 

(e) Utilize a heterogeneous gas cooled reactor; liquid metal coolants are 

not acceptable. 

(f) Conceive and utilize the best reactor wbich could be available in 3 

(g) Econ.ozoy of the system is important, therefore physical size. of the 

plant ~s not governing. 

(h) Cycle efficiency of the system to be · compatible w1 th the most efficient 

conventional plant in this power range. 

(1) Core life to be consistent With optimized plant operating costs. 

(.1) 4fhe plant milst be capable of. meeting its design output in an ambient 

temperature range of -40Gpt to .fuo~ • 

(k) Radiation contamination to be considered 1mder the condition of 

negligible vertical dispersion associated with a temperature inversioa. 
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We understand that there is some interest, Vithin the Atomic Energy 

Cammission, in the potenti&llties for a nuclear power plant Which is 

independent of the requirement of a large supp~ of cooling water. 

We have chosen to inc~ude this J'equirement for independence from a 

supp~y of cooling water as a l1m1 tation on our design since, in our 

opinion, this greatly increases the fl..ex1b1l.fty of use· of sucb a power 

plant. 
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The investigation covered by this report contains two main parts •. An investi-

gation was made of the performance of a gas-cooled reactor, designed to 

provide a source of high temperature heat to a stream of heli\DD.. This reactor, 

in turn, is used as a source of heat for the air stream in a gas-t~bine power 

plant. The reactor design was predicated primarily on the requirement for 

transferring a large -amount of heat to the heli\DD. stream With a pressure drop 

low enough that it Wil.l not represent a major loss of power in the power plant. 

The mass of uranium required for criticality under various circumstances bas 

been investigated by multigroup calculations, both on desk calculators and 

on an IBM-704 machine •. The gas turbine power plant performance was studied 

based on a Studebaker-Packard-designed gas-turbi~ power plant for the 

propulsion of destroyer-escort vessels. A small experimental program was 

carried out to study some effects of helium on graphite and on structural 

steels. 

. _j 
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CONCLUSIONS 

This study has been based on the use of a nucl.ear reactor to supply heat 

to an _open-cycle gas turbine. The gas turbine, and its heat exchangers, 

uses conventional gas turbine :materials operating under conditions (turbine 

inlet temperature, 1400°F) which are presently attainable. The reactor, 

by use of the inert gas helium and the structural and moderating material, 

graphite, is enabled to operate at temperatures above those attainable 

with most engineering materials (24200F). This open-cycle nuclear, gas 

turbine is able to operate with relatively good efficiency (maximum 30 per

cent, minimum 28 percent) over the operating range f'rom one-fourth to :f'ul.l. 

power, and requires no supply of water for cooling purposes. The reflector-

moderated reactor, can be made critical, in sizes of interest for the 

nominal 60 megawatts heat output required for the operation of.the 15 

megawatt shaf't output power plant, over a range of fuel enrichments above 

10 percent using either graphite or beryllium as moderating_ mater~al. 

The use of graphite requires a higher mass of uranium-235, or a higher: 

enrichment, or a larger reactor than beryllium, in order not to exceed . a 

reasonable concentration (assumed 25 percent. by volume) o:f. uranium carbide 
-·. 

in the uranium carbide-graphite fuel matrix. The reactor (shown in Figure 

1), having the minimum size determined by heat transfer considerations, 

can operate on 10 percent enriched fuel with beryllium moderator or with 20 

percent enriched fuel with graphite moderator. An increase in the linear 

dimensions of the graphite moderated reactor of 50 perce~t with the same 

volume for fuel enables it to operate with 10 percent enriched :f'uel. 
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In order to achieve a higher thermal efficiency from the gas -turbine power 

plant it is necessary to find me;sns to operate With a higher temperature 

at the inlet to the powr tm-bine. Thie c:an ·be accomplished onl.y with the 

development of new or better st:l!:"U~t'Ul"l!U mg,terials e Therse new or better 

materials may be better oxidation resistant materials for use in the air 

stream, such as are now being developed by gas turbine builders aDd 

others. 'fhe new materials may also be non-oxidation resistant, so tbat a 

high temperature turbine may be operated dire~t~ in the inert reaetor 

eooliDg stream (he~itm~. or neon) 3 thi~ turbine then dis~harging its exhaust 

heat into the intermediate heat ex©banger for use in the air cycle. For 

instance, turbines of graphite or alleys of molybdenum :may be developed. 

~ achieve an overall thermal. eJt:fi~ien~y of 4o percent would probably re= 

quire a turbine inlet tem:pen;t'uJre above 1920"F, with presently available 

component efficiencie6 o With the emphasis Which bas been placed on the 

development of high effici~n~y gas turbine components· by workers in the 

f'ield it does not seem likely that large increases in thermRl ef'fic:ieney 

will be. likely to come :from large in~reases in CJom:ponelllt efficiency o 

application has some un:i.«J.U€1 oovan:t~ges • 

1. 

2. 

3. 

It can operate Vi thoot a supply of cooling wat~r. 

It uses conventional ~-=turbine ~om,Ponenta m!der conventional operat-

ing conditions to obtain s r~lstively good operating efficiencyo 

It uses a reactor ba.sed on gi:'aphi te as a structural material and 

cooled w1 th an inert ga,~ (heli:mn) • 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

On the basis of' our studies we conelude that the open-cycle, nuclear-

powered, ga,S-turbinejl power plant considered here merits further study 

as a potential competitor for use in smaller, stationary, power plants, 

particula.rly for regions in which there is a shortage of' water for 

cooling purposes. We ~herefore rei!!omt~~Snd that a fUrther analytical and 

experimental program be carried out to investigate a detailed design of' 

such a pawar plant. 

The experimental program should include particular~ a study of' the 

problems of' uranium earbide~g:raphi te fuel elements and inert gas coolants, 

as well as structural materials for high temperature gas-turbine compon-

ents to operate in both oxidizing and non-oxidizing atmospheres. The 

analytical program should be aimed at determining the effects of' the 

experimental program on the design and performance of' the reactor and power 

plant. 

In view of the ~omplexity of beat ex~hange equipment and the serious conse

quences of a failure in.this e~uipment a series of teats on the fabrication 

by welding and brazing and on high temperature oper~tion of heat transfer 

· un1 ts should be mad.e. Designs v,;'lbich reduce thermal stresses on sudden 

changes in operating conditions shtru.ld be proved. 

There is considerable evidence that reflector-moderated rea(l!tors of the 

type considered here can operate under reasonable nuclear cond.i tiona.. Still 

tests of reactor ~riticality shoW..d be run under both hot and cold con

ditions, and these show.d be "WJed to predi(';t the transiEmt response of the 

reactor system .. 
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Very ·flat neutron flux (pawr density) distribution curves are found tor· 

reflector-moderated reaetors in Vhich all moderating materials have been 

removed from the reactor core (see Table. 2, Reactor 38). For this reason, 

as well as for mechS.nical reasons, . high· temperature metaJ.lic fuel elements 

for non-oxidizing atmosphere should be developed. In this respect columbiUm

uranium seems to shaw particular promise. 

A program or experimental work, and or the. anal.ytical work which supports 

1 t, is shown below ... 
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Experimental Program 

Fuel Elements (uranium carbid.e-gr:"aphi te) 

Fabrication method for fuel elements 

Structural. properties of fuel elements 

Radiation damage to fUel elements 

Coolants {helium and neon) 

Contaminant probl~ 

Reprocessing problems 

Reactor. 

Fabrication problems 

Criticality tests 

Heat Exch.anger 

Fabrication problems 

Power Plant 

Tests of' heat exchanger materials 

Tests of' materials for gas turbines in oxidizing atmospheres 

Tests of' materials for gas turbines in non-oxidizing atmospheres 

Development and test of' turbine for operation 
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Anaqtical Program 

Nuclear Calculations 

Criticality 

Conversion of fertile materials 

Reactor control 

Shielding 

Safety 

Heat Transfer calculations 

Reactor design 

Intermediate heat ~xchanger design 

Power Plant Studies 

Materials Studies 

Survey of available data on materials 

Cost Analysis 

First cost 

Operating cost 
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DESIGN CoNSIDERATIONS 

This section gives a general description of the gas cooled reactor and 

associated gas turbine system.which we have investigated in connection 

with the design specifications for our contract outlined above. 

The reactor system uhich we have chosen to investigate consists of a 

beryllium or graphite-moderated reactor, helium cooled, with ceramic 

:t'uel elements supplying thermal energy to an intermediate heat exchanger. 

The intermediate heat exchanger in turn acts as the source of heat for 

three separate gas turbine units operating in parallel.· The reactor is 

of the refLector-moderated type described in studebaker-Packard Report 

NPD-1, "Reflector-Moderated Reactors for Power Purposes", dated March 21, 

1956 o The ceramic :t'uel· elements are composed of a compacted and sintered 

mixture of uranium carbide and graphite ~d in the reactor in a 

cylindrical annulus through which .the.. coolant bellum flows. At the ma.x11111J111 

power output :f'rom the power plant the bellum coolant in the reactor is 

maintained a:t a pressure of 20 atmospheres o Part power cOnditions are 

satisfied by lowering the pressure on the heli\Dil system below 20 atmospheres o 

F1iJ.1. power operation requires the simultaneous operation of all three sub-
.· .. -

multiple gas turbine power unitso For successive levels of part power 

operations one or two of the three submultiple gas turbine power units are 

shut down enabling the remaining units to operate near their designed peak 

performance o Part-load performance reCJ_uirements .can therefore be satisifed 

efficiently by an open thermodynamic cycle which is independent of a need 

for cooling water o To render the e~iciency o:t these open cycle gas 

turbines acceptable and to decrease the required pressure ratio in the cam-

pressors, corresponding to peak system efficiency, exhaust recovery regener-

ators are provided in the gas turbine cycle. 

10 
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Certain features of' this nuclear power system are designed to accomplish 

special purposes which seem to us desirable as part of' our overall objectiveo 

Same description of' some of' these features follows. 

Reflector-Moderated Reactor 

The name reflector-moderated reactor is derived f'rom the f'act that neutrons 

.are moderated in a region of' the reactor Which is physically separated f'rom 

the nuclear :f\lel bearing. reactor core. This type of' reactor represents . a 

departure f'rom the usual practice of' the design of' thermal reactors in which 

the reactor core consists of' both moderating material and nuclear fuel, 

1 either mixed or 'interspersed. It is also a departure from the practice of' 

the design of' fast reaetors in which moderated materials are excluded from 

the reactor. This type.of' reactor is designed to achieve certain advantages 

both nuclear and mechanical. It is possible with the reflector-moderated 

design tmder some circumstances to achieve a relatively flat distribution . 

of' neutron f'lux·and,-theref'ore, reactor power using a uniform distributi~n 

of' nuclear f'uel in the reactor core. This results in advantages in the 

efficiency of' burn-up of' nuclear f'uel and in the oVer-all thermodynamic 

efficiency of' the power plaii.t since it is not so limited by the existence 

of hot spots in the reactor core. A somewhat independent control of the 

life cycle of the neutron is achieved in this design. It ·is possible to 

same extent to control the neutron energies at which such phenomena as 

fission and the· conversion of fertile materials occur by changes in 

reactor geometry. Some advantage in safety may result f'rom a longer neutron 

,life cycle time with the reflector~in.oderator.. Some mechanical advantages 

are achieved since it is not necessary With the reflector-moderated reactor 

11 



to mix moderator material more or less uniformly with fUel in the reactor 

core. The reactor core can hence be more concentrated giving the possi

bility of better designs from the standpoint of heat transfer, corrosion, 

mechaziical design, and so forth. Some shielding advantage is achieved 

due to this concentration of the reactor core. Graphite was chosen as 

a moderator material for this reactor because of its nuclear and high 

temperature mechanical properties. It has the unique property that its 

short-time tensile strength at 4500~ is approximately double the short-

. time tensile strength at room temperature. It has creep properties 

similar to those of high temperature gas turbine materials at the 

temperatures at which these are used (16oo°F).. Its strength-weight 

ratio at 36o0<7 is rol1Shly the same as that for gas· turbine materials at 

their operating temperatures. Graphite is used for crucibles for handling 

many molten materials at high temperatures. The strength of graphite, as 

well as several other properties, apparently improves as its density is 

increased o Graphite has three llm1 ting properties which must be taken 

into account in its use o It cannot be used in an oxidizing atmosphere at 

high temperatures, it is brittle at room temperature, and it is porous 

at normal (1.5 to 1 .. 7 gm per cm3) densities. 

Since the use of beryllium as. a moderating material gives lower critical 

mass its use al,so was investigated. Beryllium probably requires cooling 

at temperatures above 1200°F. 

12 
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Reactor Core 

The reactor core is composed of fuel elements formed from compacted and 

sintered urimium carbide and graphite e These f'uel elements are cooled by 

helium at up to 20 atmospheres pressure o This combination was chosen 

because of the compatible nuclear and mechanical properties of the system. 

Helium is an inert gas chemically and does not become radioactive lm.der 

neutron bombardment (except for a negligibly small fraction of helium-3). 

Uranium carbide fUel elements, particularly for rel.a.tively low concentrations 

of U-235, should exhibit acceptable radiation damage propertieso *'~ranium 

carbide, uc2, is chosen as the nuclear :f'uel because it can be heated to 

temperatures above 3600<7 in contact With graphite and helium Without 

appreciable reaction, vaporization, o~ formation of gaseous productso 

After removal from the reactor, it oxidizes easily in 2000"F air to give 

uranium oxides, which dissolve readily in nitric acid to give uranyl nitrate 

Without evolving gase!llo The uranyl.nitrate is a convenient material from 

which to separate the fission products and to regenerate the carbide." 

Fuel Element 

The primary key problem, in our opinion, for any high temperature, high- · 

performance reactor for a stationary power plant is the design of a fuel 

element 'Which can. be manufactured and assembled into the reactor, which 

can be removed in a radioactive state from the reactor and reprocessed to 

recover the useful residue, and which is compatible with the requirements 

i"or cooling and structural needs o A very strong determining factor in the 

usefulness of the fUel element which satisifes these requirements is its 

*"Small Gas-Cycle Reactor Offers Economic Promise", by Farrington Daniels, 
Nucleonics, Vole 14, Noo 3, March 1956, p 35e 
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relationship to the burn-up of fissionable material, in terms of operating 

life, and the possibility of operation, with a low f'uel enrichment, with 

a significant conversion of the fertile diluent material to fissionable 

material.. The operating life of' a given :rue~ element may well be set by 

the percentage burn-up of fissionable material, particularly for reactors 

having low critical masses of' fissionable material.. The effect of burn-

up of' fissionable material may be offset by conversion of fertile to fissile 

material, although radiation damage to the f'uel element may then set a prior 

l1mi tation on the usefUl. life of' the f'uel element.. The f'uel element chosen 

for this design, as has been stated, is a mixture of lU'ailium carbide with 

graphite.. There are two main methods of' manufacture for these f'uel 

elements which seem to us worthY of consideration.. The first of' these in

volves the impregnation of graphite with lU'ailium oxide which is converted 

by heating to uranium carbide.. This method has the inherent limitation 

that it app~es only to relatively small content of uranium... Since the 

porosity of' graphite is of the order. of 25% this sets an upper limit on the 

amount of' uranium carbide which can be forced into the porous graphite 

structure.. In actual practice this limit is greatly reduced by the impregna

tion properties of' uranium oxide in graphite which cause a gradient density 

f'ram the surface !nwar~ and further reduced by the escape of gaseous products 

(carbon dioxide and carbon monoxide) during the heating process o An upper 

limit to the amount of uranium carbide included by this method, determined 

somewhat by size of fuel element, may be of the order of 5 percent by volumeo 

This constitutes a serious limitation on the total amount of uranium, includ

ing both fissionable and fertile material, which may be included in the 

lattice and probably sets a lower limit on the fuel enrichment which can be 

used .. 

14 
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A second method for making uranium carbide-graphite fuel elements is to 

compact and graphitize a mixture of uranium carbide and carbon powders, 

in 'Which case the limits .on included uranium carbide are set by the 

properties of the resultant material.. Graphite is considerably superior 

to uranium carbide in several. of its lmown properties including primari~ 

those which have to do with resistance to cracking under thermal gradients. 

It is probable also that the resistance to radiation damage may became 

marke~ lass as the uranium ~ontent is increased past some certain 

point. Experiments are needed to determine the deterioration of certain 

of these ~terial properties as the concentration of uranium carbide is 

increased. We bave assumed a l1mi t for the purpose of our studies of 25~ . 

by' vol.UIIIe of included uranium carbide and have used this limit to 

detemine the fuel. enricblilent wbich would enable the reactor to achieve 

criticality. 

~tainl.ess steel,. sandtrich-plate, fuel. elements were also considered in 

a prel.iminary way for +.his designo However, it is probab~ not possible 

to operate these fuel. elements at surface temperatures over 1.7000, at a· 

maxiinmno Allowing appropriate temperature drops fer a reasonable size ot 

reactor core and for reasoDable sizes of intermediate beat exchanger gives 

too low a turbine ·inlet temperature for the gas turbine power plant to 

achieve competitive performaneee This problem :would be .somewhat eased in 

the case of the closed cycle gas turbine in which the same gas which cooled 

the reactor was al.So the power medium fcm the gas turbine cycle.. In this 

case there WOUld be only the one temperature drop required from the fuel. 

element surface temperature to the gas turbine inlet temperature ~cause 

1.5 
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of the absence of the intermediate heat exchanger. This, however, gets 

back to the closed cycle gas turbine which requires a large supply of 

cooling water and .hence was not considered further here. Stainless 

steel, sand:wich-plate, ·f'uel elements suf':fer :from the inherent limitation 

that the :fission product poisons cannot be removed .. 

Helium Coolant 

Helium was chosen :for the reac.tor coolant :for three primary reasons. 

First, it is an inert gas chemically.. Second, it does not become radio

active. Third, it is a good heat transfer medium relative to other 

available gases.. Since helium is chemically inert, a reactor such as 

this, having ceramic fuel elements, can be operated at very high tempera

tures (probably higher than 4ooo°F) • Since helium does not become radio

aeti ve the only contamination in the helium system would be due to the 

leakage of radioactive. materials :from the reactor into the helium stream.. 

This has both good and bad features. If the f'uel elements are sufficiently 

porous to allow leakage of volatile :fission products into the helium stream 

this can be used to rid the reactor of most of these fission products 

which are bad neutron poisons, particularly xenon-135 and samarium-149 .. 

There are, however, some problems associated with the use of helium. 'lhe 

first is that helium is considered to be a difficult material to contain 

in a system in which essentially no leakage is allowed.. Special precautions 

will be needed to prevent heli\Dil le~ge.. Al.so, since the circulating 

bellum will undoubtedly contain a certain amount of gaseous fission products 

and possibly some fissionable materials, it will be necessary to reprocess 

a small percentage of the helium continuously to reln.ove these materials. 

16 
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This problem would exist, however, With any other gas unless the fuel 

element were sealed against leakage as they would be, for instance, With 

stainless steel :f'uel elements o In this case, however, the _advantage of 

continuous removal of·neutron poisons is losto 

The prevention of an excessive build-up of. poisons and radioactivity of 

the helium stream requires some type of filtration and processing system. 

Various. methods have been proposed, among which are cooling and filtration, 

diffusion cascade~, storage for eventual decay of short-lived products, 

and absorption into fats o Among the above mentioned, cooling and filtra-

tion is possibly the most effective for a minimum amount of equipmento 

Cooling.equipment for partial condensation separation techniques has been 

developedo The circulation of large quantities of gas is not economical 

a,nd a law bleed-off rate would have to be used to be consistent With a 

good over-all power plant efficiencyo 

Because of the high acoustic velocity in helium {roughly three times that 

in air at the same tempera.t'OO"e) the a.mCmut · of work per stage which .can be 

done _by a helium compres$or limited to reasonable rotative speeds, as 

determined by the properties of the et~tural materials of the ·compressor, 

is much lower than W1 th air o The fan presaure drop for Which this system 

as designed is, however, so low that this is not a significa.nt harm:fUl 

factor o other inert ga,~es, for inBtance neon, could be used and would 

have an acoustic velocity in a better range o However, none of the other 

inert gases have the advantage of helium of not becoming radioactive under 

neutron bombardmento Nitrogen. has therrnodynamic properties very close to 

those of air but it i~ not ~heMi©Filly inert and under neutron bombardment 

forms radioactive c:arbon=l4 :which Druli3t be removed o 

17 
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Conversion of.Fertile Materials 

Under present reatrictions on shipping fissionable materials to foreign 

countries 1 t is desirable to maintain the enrichment of Ul'ail.ium below 20 

percent of contained urani:mn-235, so that th~:reactor can be made available 

for locations away from the continental United States. For the maximum 

utilization of this enriched reactor fuel, and for eased burn-up conditions 

it is desirable to convert as much of the fertile· uranium-238, contai.ned 

in the reactor fUel, as possible to fissionable plutoni~-239 during the 

operation of the reactor, and Within the reactor core. To accomplish this 

it is necessary to minimize the leakage of neutrons, which requires con

trolling the neutron energies at Which neutrons are absorbed in both 

fertile and fissionable materials. 

Reactor Safety and Containment 

Reactors are susceptible to two main kinds of catastrophic accident. The 

power in the reactor may increase rapidly beyond the capacity of the cool-

ing system due to a change in the nuclear characteristics of the reactor. 

The cooling system may breakdown so that the power normally generated in 

the reactor is not removed. In either case the temperature rises 1n the 

reactor until the power generstion·is checked by a control instrument or 

by a compensating change in the nuclear characteristics of the reactor 

caused by the temperature rise. Various other accidents, which are not 

catastrophic, may require shutdown of the reactor, such as leakage of 

radioactive materials into the atmosphere or into unshielded parts of the 

power system, gradual lo8s of cooling capacity, mechanical breakdowns, 

18 
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In a gas cooled reactor, there are two main mechanisms which may l1m1 t 

a· sudden rise in temperature. A negative temperature coefficient, if 
·-·'" ___ __..... '.... 

. // 

one exists, may be due to a reversible change in reactor geometry or 

neutron cross sections W1 th changing temperature. If tl+ls mechanism 

does not succeed in shutting down the reactor its reactivity will 

eventually be shut off by a breakdown of some part of the reactor 

structure. 

The. temperature coefficient in a reactor is formed from a detailed and 

rather delicate balance among several compensating effects from expan-

sions of different parts of the reactor and changes in cross sections 

W1 th changes in temperature. These changes occur at different rates, 

depending on how closely linked they are to the fission process. 

Detailed calculations and eiperimental checks are needed for a reliable 

evaluation of' the temperature coefficient. 

The core of the reactor considered here is composed of uranium carbide 

in a graphite matrix. At .about 4350'7 uranium carbide melts. Above 

about 4500'7 uranium carbide exists as a liquid in the graphite matrix 

and can b€ expected to dif:f'uae to the surface and probably leak into 

0 
the coolant stream. Uranium carbide volatilizes at about 7900 F. 

Graphite· subl.i.mee at about 66oo°F. Above this temperature then the 

graphite structure breaks down very rapidly. Depending on the rate of 

power increase, the nuclear characteristics· of the reactor can be expected 

t~ deteriorate quite rapidly above say 5000'7 as the contents of the reactor 

core are carrie~. by the cooling stream into other parts of the helium 

19 



system. Unless the rate of power increase is so high that the pressure 

of graphite vapor builds up explosively, it would be ~eted that the 

radioactivity scattered from the reactor could be contained within the 

helium system. 

· An add1 ti~ component might be added to the reactor core -(a fuse), so 

designed as to disintegrate ahead of structural damage to the core itself, 

spreading a neutron poison through the core to shut dawn the reactor. 

Controls 

There ha~ not been time on this project for an adeqaate evaluation of the 

particular design problems of a reactor control system for this reactor. 

A schematic arrangement of the control system for the power plant is 

shO'W'Il in Figure 20 • 

The reactor control ~stem for a reflector-moderated reactor with a gas 

coolant might be expected to be different tram same other reactors 

because of a change in the neutron lifetime, which depends primarily on 

two effects. First, a large fraction of the fissions are caused by epi tberrilal 

neutrons. Second, as pointed out in Appendix I, the main lifetime of' 

thermal neutrons in the reflector-moderated reactor is determined primarily 

by the sc~ttering properties of the moderator, and therefore may be quite 

long. · The first effect causes the neutron lifetime to be shorter, the 

second ~ger, than for a homogeneous thermal reactor. IJbe longer the total 

lifetime of neutrons, the easier is the control problem. 

Our calcul.ations of' reactor criticality bave, so far, been one-dimerisional. 

In order to measure the ef'fectivenes~? of control rodS it is necessary to 

do two-dimensional calculations. 
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Detailed calculations and tests are needed to determine the control 

requirements of the reactor. 

Intermediate Heat Exchanger 

An intermediate heat exchanger in the nuclear gas turbine system serves 

the purpose of isolating the reactor and its coolant mechanically from 

the atmosphere. Direct air cooling of the reactor would create several 

problems of which the main ones are the generation of radioactive argon-

41 in such large quantities that it could not be discharged to the 

atmosphere, and the problems of handling oxidation in the reactor at high 

temperatures. 

The helium-air heat exchanger is of the shell and tube counterflow type? 

A counterflow arrangment is used due to a more efficient heat exchange 

than that possible in other flow arrangements. A one-pass unit rather 

than a baffled multipass cross-counterflow arrangement ~s chosen to 

eliminate any large temperature variations along the tube and shell, and to 

keep the pressure losses to a minimum. The shell. and tube type, with the 

helium flowing within the tubes, is desirable due to the high helium 

pressures involved. 

Gas Turbine Power Units 

A simple open cycle gas turbine has inherently a rather poor thermal 

efficiency at practical operating temperatures. A considerable increase 

in thermal efficiency for the open cycle gas turbine can be achieved by 

the addition of a properly designed·regenerator which removes waste heat 

from the exhaust system and, by means of a heat exchanger, adds it to the 
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air stream between the compressor and the primary heat exchanger. The 

increase in efficiency results in a decreased heat power output required 

from the reactor for a given power output from the plant, which in turn 

results in a reduced heat transfer problem in th~ reactor. Likewise the· 

burn-up of fuel in the reactor is decreased giving a longer operating 

life for otherwise similar conditions. 

The off-design (part load) operation of the gas turbine results in poor 

performance because of the need to operate the cycle at reduced turbine 

temperatures and under off-design operating conditions for the various 

components. There are two standard ways of band Jing this problem. One . 

is by the use of a closed cycle in which the output is varied by varying 

the d.ensi ty of the ·gaseous power medium in the cycle. We chose not to 

use this method because. of the requirement which it imposes for a large 

supply of cooling water into which to dump waste heat from the cycle. 

We have chosen instead to solve this problem of part load operation by 

having a multiplicity (three) of parallel gas turbine power plants, any 

number of Which can be operated simultaneously to satisfy given conditions 

of loading. This enables the power plant operator to satisfy part load 

operating conditions with differing numbers of gas turbine units always 

operating reasonably close to an optimum design condition. 

Alternative Power Plants 

An alternative power plant, actually an Sdaptation of the one considered 

here, woul.d. auow a higher temperature of operation,· and hence a higher 

efficiency, if certain component developments can ·be carried out. In this 
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power plant a high temperature turbine is plB.ced · directly in the inert-

gas, reactor-cooling, stream. This. turbine is ~lt :f'rom graphite 

or other high temperature mate~ial1 such as a high strength alloy of 

molybdenum. The exhaust beat from this ~gh temperature turbine is 

used by the intermediate beat exchanger to heat air in the air-tlil"bine 

cycle. ;lib.e materials for· such a higb-tenlperature cycle are not now 

available. 

Thermod.ynamic Efficiency and High Te!!q)erature 
. . 

The thermal efficiency of a gas turbine power plant of a g1 ven type can 

be improVed either by raising the tUl"bine inlet temperature or by increas-

in:g the efficiencies of the power plant components. With presently · 

available components and materials a re~erative:, gas-turbine, power plant 

such as that considered in this investigation ·can ·apparently achieve an 

over-all thermal efficlency of about .30 percent under standard-clay conditions 
' 

of operation. Considering the large effort 'Wbich bas been expended on the 

development of efficient gas-turbine components it does not seem reasonable 

to base the hope for a large increase in over-all thermal efficiency an the 

hope for greatly improved components 0 An increase in thermal efficiency to 

4o percent Will probably require a turbine inlet temperature of about 1900<>:F. 

~ 

A higher temperature of operatio:Q. can be achieved by the development of 

better structun.l materials tor turbines and heat exchangers, and by 
;' 

improved cooling methods for turbines o Methods of turbine blade cooling 

are being investigated now by manufacturers of turbines and others. One 

of the more hope:f'ul methods seems to be the use at internal cooling of the 

turbine blades from the evaporation of water, the water being circulated by 
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natural convection in the centrifugal field of the rotating turbine wheel$ 

It is pose!! bl.e w1 th this method to operate the turbine blades as much as 
0 . 

1000 F cooler than the gas stream in which they operate. 

There are two apparent directions for increasing the effective operating 

temperatU.re in nuclear, gae-tm-bine, power plants. These are: (1) ~he 

development of higher~temperature, oxidation-resistant, structural materi-

als for operation of the turbine in the high-temperature air stream; and 

(2) the development of high-temperature, non-oxidation-resistant, structural 

materials for operation of the turbine in a closed-cycle, non-oxidizing, 

working medium. The first of these alternatives is already. being performed 

actively by groups interested in increasing the performance of present gas 

turbines. The most promising avenue at present, being devel.oped by a 

metallurgical group S:t Massachusetts Institute of Technology under Nicholas 

Grant, appears to be the use of small, isolated, non-soluble particles, 

distributed through a metal matrix, to inhibit transcrystalline plastic 

flow o For instance, such particles of aluminum oxide in a pure aluminum 

matrix, obtained by sintering and extrusion, give appreciable strength 

properties at 900<7., Similarly there seems to be promise for the use of 

stainless steels, with aluminum-oxide particles, up .to 2300'7. The second 

alternative, using an inert working medium, such as helium or neon, may 

involve the development of a graphite turbine, or perhaps a molybdenum alloy 

using the strengthening due to insoluble hard particles in a, fashion similar 

to that mentioned above for aluminum and stainless steel. 

For the purposes of the present study we have limited ourselves to the 

properties of presently available materials e 
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DESCRIPI'ION OF CALCULATIONS 

Reactor 

Criticality calcula.tions. of a prel.im1na..7 nature .have been done f'or spherical 

reactors on desk calculators using seven lethargy groups and about thirty-five 

space points.. Since these ca.lculati.ons are slow and tedious, as well as 

being subject to an undue amount of h'UJ'llall error, a larger program of multi

group calculations was carried out on subcontract basis for us by the 

Research Division of the G~tiss-Wright Corporation using their multigroup 

reactor code and the IBM-704 machine at the World Center Offices of' the 

International Business Machine Corporation in New York City. These calcula

tions used thirty leth.a.:rgy groups and ninety space points. The results 

shown in this report are those from the IBM-704 calculations.. The results 

f'rom the desk calculators were used only to orient the machine· calculations .. 

The c~tions cover two groups of rea~tors, one with graphite reflector

moderators, the other With beryllium reflector-moderators, all reactors 

baving uranium cs.rbide~gr.aph:ite fUel elements.. Ea.1~h group of reactors was 

done for three degrees of enrichment; 10, 20, and 100 percent.. In each 

group of' reactors calculations were made for a standard reactor configuration 

and for variations on this standard eonfiguration Whi~h vere designed to 

measure certain cba..rs,r~-reristi~£'1 of g!:t:O.~cooled reactors of the reflector

moderated type.. This sta:nd.ard reactor configuration, a refleetor-mod.erated 

reactor w1 th a central island of moderator, is shown schematicaJ.ly in Figure 

2 .. In all,48 reactors "Were calculated, each calculation being iterated unti~ 

the reactor was approximately critiealo 



· The over-all size of the standard reactor configuration was ;picked, 

prim&Jti:cy on the basis of heat transfer, to give a sufficient cross 

section for helium flow and sufficient heat transfer surface to remove 

60 megawatts of heat with a 1000 !IP circulating fan. 

Power Plant 

The gas-turbine power plant used for this study ws scaled as directly 

as possible tram a Packard-designed marine-propulsion power plant designated 

as MJT-l.O. 'lbis power plant bas the same general requ.i.rement of high 

thel"DlOdynamic efficiency over a Wide range of performance as the stationary 

power plant 'Wbich we bave investigated. 

Heat Excban.gers 

The analyses used for beat exchangers were conventional. 
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DESCRIP.riON OF FO'WER FLANT AND COMPONENTS 

Discussion of Power Plant 

The main components of the nuclear, gas-turbine 1 power plant are shown in 

Layout 1. A profile and an end view show relative spacing of the units. 

In Layout 2 is shown a cross section of a regenerative gas turbine unit and 

in Layout 3 is shown a layout of the reactor heat exchanger unit. An art

ist's conception of the plant, Layout 4, supplements these layouts. The 

flow diagram for the power plant system is shown in Figure 8. 

All the high pressure equipment 1 such as the reactor-heat exchanger, helium 

storage tanks and helium processinS equipment are placed at the basement 

level as a safety precaution. The reactor container is located to one 

side of the first floor power plant equipment for accessibility to the 

reactor and to the control roam. 

The power plant building, which is required for colder climates, is approxi-

mately 70 feet ~de by 75 feet long by 30 feet high. The gas turbine 
. . 

power plant With the generators, starting motors, and various accessories 

takes up a floor space of about 2000 square feet on a flat deck. 

A summary of power pl.ant performance figures is shown in Table 4. The 

over-all thermal efficiency for the power plant is in the vicinity of· 30 

percent. Figure 9 shows the. variation in over-all efficiency with· part 

ioad conditions.; As can be seen the variation over the operating range is 

of the order of one percent. Variations fr0111 st~d-day conditions 

(80~) will change the over.;.all efficiency, this being higher for lower 

temperatures (about 39 percent at -4oOF). Figure 10 shows power plant 

efficiency and Figure ll shows power output as functions of compressor 

pressure ratio and ambient temperature for the regenerated gas-turbine 

power plant. 
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Reactor 

The reactor used as a heat source for the power plant is shown schematic

ally in Figure 1. The schematic arrangement of the helium loop in which 

the reactor is set is shown in Figure 12. The fuel element on which the 

reactor is based is shown in Figure 13. The reactor container is shown in 

Figure 14 and the comp.lete helium loop layout is shown in Layout 3. The 

reactor core is a cylindrical annulus which is split into truncated conical 

sections for easier handling in installation and removal. T.be core is 

surrounded, where possible, by a layer of boron carbide, which acts as a.n 

absorber of thermal neutrons to limit activation of the reactor shell. 

The reactor isDcooled by the flow of helium. At inlet to the reactor the 

helium flow is separated into two paths. The major portion of the flow 1 

86#/sec., cools the core conta1ning the heat generating fissionable 

material and also cools the outside reflector-moderator material before 

entering the hot side duct to the heat exchanger. The second path with a 

flow of 5#/sec., cools the central moderator island. 

The reactor is encased in a double walled, 10 foot diameter, spnerical 

shell. The pressure shell enclosing the reactor and passages to the heat 

exchanger is 2 inches thicke A portion of the cooler helium stream is 

directed on the inside of the shell to maintain it at a temperature 

lower than 1400<>F. The thermal stress is minimized across the thickness 

of the shell by insulating with 5 inches of diatomaceous earth. The 

insulation performs a twofold fUnction of minimizing the temperature 

· differential across the shell thickness and also limiting the heat losses. 

The insulation around the reactor is also essential to provide a reasonable 
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concrete shielding temperature., ~ere are essentially no longitudinal 

thermal stresses in the shell because it is free to move axially$ 

The outer container is a welded assembly of four pieces; a cap (4) whic.h 

permits access for refUeling, a top (2) and bottom (l) section and.a 

control rod enclos'\\l'r'e se~tion (3)., These are shown in Figure 14 with 

their respective weld lines., 

The standard spherical reactor used for pm"POses of the calcUlations of · 

nuclear characteristics is shown in the sketch of Figure 2.,· This reflector-

moderated reactor is eomposed of a spherical, Yn'l.lllar, reactor core 

surrounded, inside and out, by reflector-moderator of either graphite or 

beryllium., The rea!Cltor core has :f'luel elements composed of uranium carbide 

in a. graphite matrix, with void spaces for circul..ation of helium cool.anto 

The nuclear characteristics reported cover the standard reactor shown in 

Figure 2 and several variations from the standard configuration., 

Table l shows the nmlear c:t:l.ara!Clteristics, as well as the ·over-all perform-

ance, of a graphite, reflector-moderated reactor, using 20 percent enriched 

uranium (20 percent U-235 1 8o percent U=238) and cooled With heli'illlllo The 

nuclear characteristics are based on the standard reactor configuration 

shown in Figure 2., The total JIBSS of un.n:tum (U-235 and U-238) required 

to lll2lke this reactor critical is 58 kg., Wi "th the limitation of 25 percent 

by vol'\llllle of uranium carbide contained in the graphite DBtrix this standard . 

react~ configuration is capable of carrying 186o kg of uranium" IJhe part 

of the temperature coefficient for this re~tor which ie d~ to a change fn 

the base for therma~ neutrons is neg<a,tive» and is about (at th.i.s temperature) 
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In this reactor 37 percent of the fusions are caused by thermiBl neutrons, 

63 percent b'.f epitberral neutz'ons.o The ratio of m'dmnm to average ~r 

in the reactor core is aboUt ~;.22• The change 1n the ass of u~235 required 

to cause a given change 1n multiplication factor is given by 

..1 M/M :: 160 !Jk./k 

Figure_ 3 shows the neutron nuxes a.t several lethargies, and. tbe thermi 

tll.£c1 for the standa'rd graphite :~eaCtoro J'igulfe 4 s~ the clist%'1.bution 

of power densi tr in the reaetor .c~ . of the same reactor and FigUre 5 

shavs the distribution of DBUtrons causina fissions among ·the lethargy 

srou,ps as well as thermal fissions o Table 2 shows the dimensions and the 

1'1\lel.ear cbaracteristica of graphite, reflector-modera.ted reactor& for 

several variations in geome'b'yo ~ble 3 shows essential.:cy' the same var1.-

ations tor beryllium moderated reactors. 

Figure 6 shows the f~ux distribution for a standard beryll11Dil, reflector-

moderated reactor having 10 percent ellrlched. ur.mi.um for fuel. Figure. 7 

shows the fission distribution for the same reactoro In this reactor abont 

4 7 percent of the fissions are caused by thermal. neutrons o The ratio of 

maximum to average power in the core is about 1.13o 'lhe part of the 

temperature coefficient due to a change 1n the tbermal base is positive, 

at this temperatl.lre, and is given by 
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The change in the mass of U~235 required to ca'Wlle a. given change in Dml.ti- · 

plication factor is given by 

A M/M = 326rut/k 

The following nuclear effe~ta of changes from the standard configuration of 

J"igure 1 are. worth noting.. An increase in the density of the gn.phi te 

moderator f'ram lo 7 to 2 .. 0 results in a.n increase of about -0 .. 04 in multi-

plication fa.ctoro Increasing the graphite reflector thickness b,y a factor 

of lo5 increaSes the multiplication f'a.~tor by a.bOillt o .. 05o Increasing the 

over-all size. of the graphite-moderated reactor by a. factor of lo5 {keepiDS 

dimensional similarity) With the same amount of f'uel increases the multi-

plication factor by 0 .. 07.. Increasing the ove~-all size of the grapbi te

moderated reactor by a factor of lo5 11 With the same a.mcnm.t of fuel (and 

the same volume of fuel spa~e as in the standard reactor distributed about 

the same mean diameter) increues the multiplication by about o.J.2.. Adding· 

10 atomic parts per million of boron -10 to the graphite moderator resulte~· 

in a decrease of about 0 .. 02 in multiplication.f~tor .. Removing the graphite 

tram the f\lel region (no moderator )flattens the power distribution curve 
I 

(maximum to average power ratio = 1.19) 

The per:f'ornJaJlce figures for the intermediate heat exchanger (helium to air) 

are shown in Table 5.. 'lhe heat exchanger is a one=p!i.13!9l counterflow shell 

8.nd. finned tube type o 

The entire reactor, beat exchanger :I and helium_ :fan are housed i.n a gas tight 

casing.. The helium passes through the center and arOUDd the reactor and 
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enters the heat exchanger tubes at r74o F o 'These tubes are spaced in an 

annulus around· the center return duct. The cooled helium, 124o F, leaving 

the exchanger then enters an eliptical. plenum which houses the. fano In 
. . 0 

this plenum the heli\DD. rotates and accelerates through a 18o turn, through . 

the fan and back to ·the reactor core 

Helium Fan 

The fan used t~ circulate the helium is a single-stage, axial-flow com

pressor designed to provide a weight flow of 91 lb o per sec. at a pressure 

ratio of 1o0065 o The pressure losses in the heli\DD. system which must be 

overcome by the fan are shown in Table 7. The performance cbaracteristics 

of the heli\DD. fan are shown in Table a. The fan is driven by a 48oo volt, 

1000 HP 1 variable-speed induction motor 1 capable of a 50 percent reduction 

in speed from its :max1D:ium speed of 3,6oo rpm. ·For shutdown cooling the f8.n 

Will be driven by a small variable speed motor, coupled direct~ on one 

side to the fan shaft, and, on the other, by a clutch to the 1000 HP motor. 

Figure 15 shows the efficiency and pressure ratio of the fan as a function 

. of weight flaw of helium, fQr various fan speeds., 

Heli\DD. Storage Tank 

'Ehe power plant requires a max:l.mmn of 100 pounds of heli'UDl to deliver its 

rated output o Storage drums are provided w1 th an excess capacity of hell\Dilo 

'Ehe helium is stored in tanks 3 feet in diameter and 8 feet high (at a 

pressure of J.8oo psi) • These tanks are of 'wel.ded construction W1 th dished 

headS... They are :aaade of a low carbon steel w1 th a wall thickness of about 

1-! inches. The storage tanks are indicated in layout 1. 
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The pressure required in the reac~or-heat exChanger vessel is 6 atmospheres 

at room temperature. This pressure, i_f? simply obtained by throttling :from 

the 1.800 psi storage tanks. At 6 atmospheres t;h.e pressure vessel contains 

the necessary 1.00 pounds of helium. When the unit is brought up to its 

operating temperature the pressure wil.l reach 20 atmospheres. 

Gas-Turbine Unit 

The gas~turbine power plant used for this study 1 and shown in Layout 2 1 

was scaled as directly as possibl.e :from a Packard-designed 101 000 HP 

marine~propulsion power plant designated at MGT-10. This power plant has 

the same general requirement of high thermodynamic efficienc.y over a wide 

range of performance as :is required for the stationary power plant for 

this investigation. The helium fan and helium-air heat exchanger required 

new designs. The performance of the power plant is shown in Tabl.e 4. 

The ~er plant is composed of three independent units (compressor, turbine~ 

regenerator) operating in paral.lel.. The compressor is an eight-stage 1 

axial-flow machine based on an NACA transonic compressor. The turbine con-

sists of two parts, one coupled to the compressor, the other to the external 

power plant l.oad.. The compressor turbine has two axial stages, the power 

turbine three. 

The gas-turbine regenerator {recuperator}, shown in Fiiure 161 is a plate 

and fin heat exchanger having a two-pass cross~counterf'low arrangement • 

Performance characteristics of the recuperator are shown in Table 6. The 

unit is made up o:f 28 separate core modules, 1.4 in each pass. The .modules 

are shown schematically in Figure l. 7. The plate and :fin arrangement is shown 

in Figure 18. In the figures and tabl.es the nomencl.ature,air side and gas 

side_, refer :to the air from the compressor and the a.ir from the turbine, 
I 

respectively. 
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Startup and Shutdown Proced.\\lre 

Special equipment and speciaJ. procedures are required to start and stop a 

nucl.ear, gas-t'm?bine, power plant.. :Because the 1 1 000 liP drive motor is 

not capable of stable operation be~ow one-half speed 1 t is necessary to 

provide a smaller motor on the Ba1Jle shaft to drive the fan at lower 

speeds.. Because it is not feasible to operate a camp~ete gas-turbine 'Ullit 

for minor cooling purposes a separate cooling fan is needed for circulation 

of air through the intermediate heat exchanger.. In ad.dition1 a starting 

motor is needed for each of the tbree ~11 gas-turbine units .. 

The starting procedure is probabl:y about as follows o . The helium loop is 

filJ.ed. with the desired amount of helium, and purged of contaminants., With 

the helium fan turning slowly to circulate a small amount of helium, the 

reactor is made critical. and brought to approximately operating temperature .. 

During this time the cooling f'an in the air stream al.so is operated to 

prevent overheating of the intermediate heat exchanger.. Next the starting 

motor on one of ·the gas-turbine units is engaged to bring it up to idle 

speed, the helium fan being kept under proper operating conditions in the 

process~ From this point one gas-turbine unit can be brought to operating 

speed and power, or additional tmits can be startedo A contro~ system is 

needed which Will prevent excessive temperatures in the reactor and inter-. 

mediate heat exchanger, as well as control. the speeds of the helium fan 

and gas turbine un1 ts o 

After shutdown of the reactor a significant amount of power is generated 

by gamma and. beta radiation.. After the reactor pas been in operation for 

a year or so at f'ull power, about .six. percent of :f'ull power is generated 
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immediately after shutdown decreasing to about one-halt of one percent at 

the end of a day o This prod~tion of' power after shutdown requires that 

the reactor core be provided with cooling te prevent overheating o This 

cooling can be provided in the ·present helium circu:l t by running the 

helium fan and the air cooling fan at low speeds o The rate of cooling is 

controlled by the amount of' helium and air circulated which are functions 

of' the density of' the helium and the speeds of' the heli1llm and air fans .. 

If' the reactor core is to be removed it is necessary that the level of 

power generation be low enough at the time of' removal to allow time for 

removal Yi thout an eii:cessi ve temperature rlse o Figure 19 shows the rise 

in temperature in a fUel element 9 ori.ginal.ly at 4o0°F and c~oled only by 

radiation, as a fUnction of' t:i.me after cooling stops for different times after 

reactor shutdowno Since graphite oxidizes rapidly above 66o~ the fUel 

element cannot be allowed to exceed this temperatureo At the end of' one week, 

Figure 19 indicates that about ~ hours would be available for removal of 

the core to some external, cooled, storage unito 

A schematic arrangement of a control system for the power plant is shown in 

Figure 20o 
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The reactor for this power. plant 1 operating at 6o megawatts of heat out-

put, consumes about 22 kg per year of fissionable materia.l.o If 10 
. . . . 

percent buiuup of fissionable material. is allowable it is then nect=ssary 

to have 220 kg of fissionable material. in the new reactor to provide for 

continuous operation of the reactor for one year at fUl.l power, assuming 

a uniform rate of burnu;p of fuel throughout the reactor coreo In general, 

the power rate of burnup is not uniform (see Figure 4) and the lifetime 

of the ·core is pr:lma.ri~ determined by the max:1.mum. power density o 

Removing the moderator from the core region great~ reduces the maximum 

average power density (Table 2;, Reactor 38) o 
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Estimate of Costs 

The cost estimate for the gas cooled reactor power plant is shown in Table 

9. It is broken down into prototype, engineering and design, and testing 

and development costs. The source of the cost data is as follows. In 

evaluating the prototype costs, fUll advantage was taken of all existing 

d.S.ta for the .MGT-10, and where' it was possible this data was extrapolated 

to approximate the costs of the gas turbines and their associated equip

ment. The cost of the generators and some of the miscellaneous equipment. 

is based on quotations from vendors as are the costs of the reactor-heat 

exchanger container and components. The reactor fUel cost is based on an 

extrapolated unclassified cost figure for U-235 and U-238. The outlay for 

the structure housing the power plant is based on an approximate dollars 

per square foot figure. Miscellaneous components and equipment w~re based 

on ari estimated dollars per pound basis. The engineering design and test

ing and development costs were estimated from the .MGT-10 program where 

possible. Other numbers were estimated on a man-hour basis with current 

Studebaker-Packard cost information. 

The total cost for the first power plant, including development, is esti

mated at $11,710,000, or $781 per KW. The engineering design and testing 

and development costs would not. appear in the cost of a second unit. Also, 

the special equipment necessary for building the first unit would be avail

able for succeeding ones.. Utilizing th~ 83% rule, which is customary in 

the airframe industry to relate unit cost to quantity produced, the cost 

of a second unit would be substantially under $5,000,000, or under $325 

per KW. 
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EXI'EliD1ENTAL RESULTS 

The expel"imental work carried out \mder this contract was done at the Santa 

Barbara facility of Aerophysics Development Corporation, a subsidiary of 

Stu.d.ebaker-Packard Corporationo 

Preliminary Effort 

The exper:ilnental wor~ detscribed herein w.s of a pr~liminary nature, the 

intent being to point the way for :further exploratory effort o Consequently, 

the experiinental program wss subject to a limitation of budget, in time and 

money, which precluded an intensely quantita·tive attacko Tlrl.s limitation 

also required certain compromises in order to utilize materials and equip

ment that were most readily available. 

Scope 

Two items were investiga·ted that are considered basic in the proposed power

plant design: 

1. The rate of dif'f'usion of helium through stainless steel at 

high tem:peratureo 

2o The rate of erosion of' graphite at high temperature by a high 

velocity helium streamo 

Helium Diffusion 

Details of the procedure and equipment used in the helium diffusion tests 

are discussed in Appendix 2 o Briefly, the dif'fuslion tests were carried out 

as follmmo One-half inch OoDo thin wall tubes of' types 304 and 347 stain

less were pinched off and welded at room temperature and pressure, (thereby 

containing air at one atmosphere pressure, absolute, at the start of' the 
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tests). Surrmmd1ng the one-hal.f inch OoDo tube was another stainless 

steel tube spun dovn and welded to the one-balf inch 0 .D. tube, thus 

forming an annular helium manifold. Two such test assemblies of each 

JI'Bterial were prepared - one for diffusion· testing at room temperature, 

the other at high temperature. lengths of tubing used and placement 

of welds was such that all welds would be . outside ~he heated zone in the 

high temperature tests. 

Initial operation of the high temperature tests was attempted at 18000po 

and 10 atmospheres helium- presS'm"e o However, the outer tube soon failed, 

so to be' on the safe side, the temperature was reduced to.l200°F and 

helium pressure to 5 atmospheres, gauge. While both the temperature and 

pressure are below tbat of the design condition for :f'ull load operation 

of the power plant, a comparison of 1200°F versus room temperature was 

believed to be a good compromise ·in view of the materials available and 

the short time remaining. Also, 1200~ is in the critical range for inter

granular carbide precipitation, Whereas 18ooOp- is some 200°F above the 

precipitation range. The results described in Appendix 2 indicate tbat 

the diffusion rate of helium through stainless steels Will not be signi

ficant. 

Graphite Erosion 

Details o'f the procedure and equipment used in the graphite erosion tests 

are discussed in Appendix 2 o Briefly, these tests were carried out as 

follows. Samples of HPC-7, BP3IM, and HIM graphite, furnished by Great 

!alms Carbon Company, were subjected to the impact of a high velocity 

helium. stream for a matter of several hours o ·Tests were conducted at room 

temperature and at a graphite temperature of approxi.DBtely 25000p', (helium 

total temperature about 700~ in these hot tests) o 
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. To conserve helium, a small nozzl.e was used (#58 drill), in both the room 

temperature tests and the hot testso This nozzle was mounted With its 

axis normal to the graphite sample, and the nozzl.e exit plane was approxi

mate~ Ool. inch from the graphite curf'a.ceo Greater than critical. pressure 

vas maintained at all times so that the im,pa,~t velocity was MACH l. or 

~ter (due to free-jet expansion) o 

The results of the erosion tests were: 

lo In the room temperatare tests 1 !!2, observabl.e erosion after in 

excess of eight hours of testing. 

2o In the high temperature te&ts, no observable erosion atter some 
. - . 

five hours of testingo 

It is believed that these tests were quite severe and that it is, therefore, 

l.ogical. to conclude that erosion of the gra.phi te in the design reactor Will 

not offer a probl.em, unless due to secondary effects such as radiation d8ma8e 

. or thermal. cycllngo 
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TABIEJ. 

GAS COOIED REACTOR 

STANDARD GRAPHITE MODERATED REACTOR 

QPerat:I,ng Conditions 

Heat Power Output 

Average Power Density in Core 

Specific Power 

Helium Flow (Hot Stream.) 

Helium Flow (Cooling Stream.) 

Average Helium Inl.et Temperature 

Average Helium Outlet Temperature 

Helium Outlet Temperature (Hot Stream.) 

Helium Outlet Temperature (Cooling Stream.) 

Maximum Temperature in Reactor Core 

Helium Pressure in Reactor {Maximum Power) 

Helium Pressure Drop in Reactor 

Dimensions 

Island Moderator {Graphite) 

Reflector Moderator {Graphite) 

Fueled Core (Uranium carbide, Graphite) 

Pressure Vessel (Inconel.) 

Cooling Passages in Core 

Free Flow Ratio in Core 

41 

6o,ooo kw 

46 watts/cm
3 

32 kw/Kg of U-235 

86 lb/sec. · 

5 lb/sec. 

124o F 

174o F 

176o F 

1370 F 

2420 F 

20 a.tmos. 

o.4o4~ 

4o inch O.D. 

6o inch I.D.; 100 inch O.D. 

40 inch I.D.; 60 inch O~D. 

10 feet diameter 

J..a6o, one inch dia. holes 
spaced lo39 inch on a 
triangular grid. 

0.47 



TABlE 1 (CONTINUED) 

Materials 

Graphite in Island 2058 lbs. 
---~--

Graphite in Reflector 25,216 lbs. 

Graphite in Core 2570 lbs. ,-

Uranium Carbide in Core 141.7 lbs. 

Uranium-235 in Reactor 25.7 lbs. 

Uranium-238 in Reactor 102.8 lbs. 

Fuel Enrichme.nt 20 percent 

Consumption of U-235 62.8 ~/day 

~ 
Conversion Ratio (to PU-239) o.o645 

Operating Time for 15 Percent Burnup 28 days 



TABLE 2 

NUCLEAR CHARACTERISTICS OF REACTOR VARIATIONS 

Non-Critical Reactors 
Moderator - Graphite {Average Density 1.7 gmjcm3) 

MULTIPLICATION 
MULTIPLICATION FACTOR k5~ POWER RATIO FISSION 

RADIUS ( mcms) ~ FACTOR {k) MASS (k = 1.0 :t 5,;) m CORE CON- RATIO REACTOR TO OOTSIDE OF ~FUEL U-23~} FOR MASS M U-235 t) FOR MASs~. MAX. POWER VERSION U-238 
NUMBER COMMENTs ISLAND FUEL MODERATOR ENRICH. M (kR @THERMAL TEMP. I ~4: lkJl. @ THERIIAL • AV!l m.rEii RATIO ~ 

' 
T1:.J425F T2=2723F T1 =3425 T2=2723F 

1 Standard Graphite 20 30 50 100 126.7 l. 3353 l-3523 9.142 0.9598 0.9910 l.i940 - . -2 Reactor 20 253-5 l.ll36 1.1245 ll.682 0.9857 1.0148 1.2176 o.o645 0.0014. 
3 10 507.1 0.97o62 0-97765 558.69 0.9821 0.9889 3.2484 0.9133 0.1525 
4 No Central 0 26.6 50 100 164.3 1.,3414 1.3523 E.843 0.9314 0.9607 1.0955 - -5 Island - Same 20 328:6 1.0736 l.o8o7 9l.24o l.o4o4 1.0519 2.1946 0.2997 0.0135 6 Fuel Volume 10 659-3 1.0009 1.0050 633,':)0 0 .• 9919 0.9962 3-2594 o. 7800 0.3320 • 
7 Refiector l. 5 x 20 30 60 100 1.28.3 1.4237 1.4418 7.212 0.9926 l.024o l.l4o4 - -8 Ia.rger 20 256.55 1.1857 1.1975 8.758 1.0190 1.0489 1.1518 . 0.0547 0.0010 
9 10 513.1 1.0228 1.0305 443.03 l.Oll~ 1.0196. 2. 7093 0.8383 0.1123 

10 All D:IJDensions 30 44.8 74.8 100 J.26; 1.4864 1.5124 10.212 0.9536 0.9842 1.1684 - -11 l. 5 x Ia.rger 20 251.9 "1.2845 l.30ll 10.212 0.9341 0.9635 1.1697 0.0339 o.oo48 12 10 486.8 1.0287 1.0390 413.59 1.0390 1.0500 2.6011 o. 7937 0.0128 

13 Boron Carbide 20 30 50 100 126.8 1.3296 1.3464 10.158 0.9820 1.0129. 1.1960 - -14 Absorber in Center 20 253·5 l.lo89 l.ll96 11.682 0.9786 1.00'73 1.2109 0.2753 0.0177 15 2.22" O.D. 10 507.1 0.96670 0.97358 558.69 0.9787 0.9853 3.1827 . 0.9398 0.1507 
16 Thermal Temperatures 20 ;!0 50 100 126.8 . 1..3476 1.,3432 9.650 1.0316 1.0465 1.2251 - -17 T!= 1672 p 20 253.5 1.1201 l.ll67 10.666 1.0168 1.0297 i.2394 0.0599 0.0014 18 T2= 1223 P 10 507.1 0.97394 0.97164 558.69 0.9852 0.9830 3.4905 0.9517 0.15o8 
19 1.5 x Larger With 35 4o 75 100 141.6 1.4751 1.4985 10.805 1.0011 1.0299 1.0599 - -20 Same Fuel Volume 20 283.2 1.2945 1.3105 10.350 0.9644 0.9916 1.0596 0.0393 0.0007 21 10 566.5 l.lo61 l.ll69 

22 High Density Graphite 20 30 50 20 253·5 1.1719 1.1837 7.619 0.9714 1.0018 1.1828 0.04989 0.0009 23 1n Renector-Moderator 100 126.8 1.4147 1.4328 6.095 0.9276 0.9590 1.1672 - -24 .f= 2.0 gm/cm3 10 507.1 l.oo41 1.0117 482.49 1.0004 l.oo81 3-2594 1.0154 0.1200 

38 Fuel Region Bas No 20 
Moderator 

30. 50 20 253· .1.0573 1.0531 203.64 1.o455 l.o414 1.1877 0.3o85 0.0,3428 

48 Boron Impurity Added 20 30 50 100 126.7 1.3012 1.3144 12.219 0.9763 1.0007 1.2142 - -to Grap!ti te 10 "PPM 

49 Central Island 0 30 50 100 90· 1.4o12 1.4185 5.774 0.9647 0.9991 1.3369 - -Raowd 
.. , 



NUCLEAR CHARACTERISTICS OF REA.Cl'OR VARIA!l'IONS 

Non-Critical Reactors 
Moderator - Beryllium (Average Density 1.6 f!14/cm3) 

MULTIPLICATION 
MULTIPLICATION FACTOR k5~ POWER RATIO FISSION 

RADIUS ( mCHES) MASS FACTOR (k) MASS (k = 1.0 t ~) m CORE CON- RATIO 
REACTOR TO OUTSIDE OF ~FUEL U-235 FOR MASS M U-235 FOR MASS~ MAX.~ 'OOlSION U-238 

,li!JHBER COJ.IMENTS ISLAND FUEL M>DmATOli ENRICH. M (kg) @ THERMAI.· TDlP. lr..;<t. (kg) @THERMAL • AVG. POWER RATIO tJ-235 

Tl=l672F T2=1283l T1:1672F ~2=1283F 

26 Standard Beryl- .20 30 50 100 75 1.4869 1.4748 5.091 0.9915 1.0073 1.1294 - -
27 lium Reactor 20 125 1.2904 l.28oo 6.262 1.0369 l.o492 1.1436 o.o834 0.00075 
28 10 229 1.0725 l.o644 5.142 0.9462 0.9610 1.1330 o.o879 0.00262 

29 No Central. 0 26.6 50 lUO 74.5 1.4532 1.4443 3.8o2 0.9871 1.0029 1.1017 - -
30 Island - Same 20 123.5 1.1918 1.1841 4.562 1.0138 1.0265 1.1389 0.054o 0.00079 
31 Fuel Volume 10 228 0.97689 0.97o83 

32 Reflector 20 3b 60 100 74.2 1.5120 1.4974 4.555 0.9832 0.9971 1.1149 - -
33 1.5 x Larger 20 123.5 1.3120 1.2995 4.555 0.9624 0.9761 l.ll6o 0.0383 0.00059 
34 10 228 l.o895 1.0798 5.567 1.0009 1.0114 1.1283 0.0778 0.00157 

35 All Dimensions 30 44.8 75 100 250 1-5787 1.5643 8.510 - 0.9783 - - -
36 1.5 x Larger 20 416 l. 3ll8 1.3002 u.o63 l.o426 1.0538 1.1462 0.0381 0.00039 
37 10 765 1.'0639 1.0551 9.021 0.9445 0.9582 1.1341 o.o822 0.00099 

39 Boron Carbide 20 30 50 100 74.8 1.4841 1.4722 5.091 0.9881 1.0040 1.1274 - -
4o Absorber In 20 125 l.288o 1.2777 5.091 0.9659 0.9815 1.1287 o.o403 0.00065 
41 Center 2.22" O.D. 10 .229 1.0705 1.0625 5.142 0.9429 0.9963 1.1309 0.0905 0.00150 

'·· 42 Thermal Temperatures 20 30 50 100 75 1.5073 1.4871 ;.6oo 1.0372 1.0256 1.1278 - -
43 ~ • 214o F 20 125 1. 3082 1.2905 5-.091 0.9802 0.9693 1.1242 '0.0403 o.ooo66 
44' T2 : 1672 F 10 229 i.o867 1.0726 7.637 1.0713 1.0575 1.1513 0.1057 0.00202 

45 1.5 x Larger 35 4o 75 100 84.5 1.4857 1.4682 8.531 0.9619 0.9725 1.0475 - -
46 With Same Fuel 20 ~41 1.)661 l. 3493 9·953 0.9983 1.0065 1.0525 0.0379 0.00176 
47 Volume 10 59 1.1733 1.1592 I 

9.669 0.9629 0.9714 1.0525 o.o849 0.00152 

l. •. .• 



TAEIE 4 

POWER PlANT PERFORMANCE 

Performance Data {One Unit~ {Three Units~ 

Power - Generated Output (ltv) 5,719 17,158 

Over-all Thermal Efficiency -pfo 3\fl, 

-~ Air Flow - ~b./sec. ~04 312 

Inlet Duct Total Pressure Recovery 98.1~ 98.1~ 

Compressor to Turbine Total. Pressure Recoverj· 94.31> 94-~ 

Turbine Discharge To~ Pressure Recovery 9(J/p 9$ 

Compressor Pressure Ratio ·5.45. 5.45 

Campre~sor Efficiency 8~ 8(Jip 

Gas Generator Turbine Efficiency a;;, . 8~ 

Power Turbine Efficiency a,; 8~ 

Recuperat6r Effectiveness 72$ 72$· 

Pressure ~raturf' 
Station Atmos. 

.Ambient 1.0 80 

Compressor Inlet 0.981 80 

Compressor Outlet 5·35 465 

Regenerative Inlet 5·29 465 

Regenerative Outlet 5.15 744 

Eeat Exchanger Inlet 5.14 744 
•; 

Heat Excbanger Out#!t 5~06 ~400 

., Gas Turbine Inlet 5·05 . ~4oo 

Ge.s Turbine Outlet 1.96 1053 

Power Turbine Inlet lo95 1053 

Power Turbine Outlet ~ .. 04 852 

Recuperator Inlet ~.o~ 852 

Recuperator Outlet l.oo4 51.3 

Exhaust Exit 1.0 . 573 
45 



TABIE_5 

INTERMEDIATE HEAT EXCHANGER 

Type - One-pass counterflow, shell and tube.type unit with longitudinal 
finned tubes. · 

Material 

Effectiveness 

Air Flow Rate 

Helium Flow Rate 

Air Inlet Temperature 

Helium Inlet Temperature 

Air Outlet Temperature 

Helium Outlet Temperature 

Air Inlet Pressure 

Helium Inlet Pressure. 

Air Outlet Pressure 

Helium Outlet Pressure 

Number· of Tubes 

Length of Finned Tube. Section 

Outside Diameter 

Inside Diameter 

TUbe Wall Thickness 

Number of Fins Per Tube 

Fin Thickness and Height 

Tube Arrangement 

Tube Spacing 

She 11 Diameter 

Heat Transfer Area 
Air Side 
Helium Side 

Free Flow Area 
Air Side 

- Helium Side 
46 

Inconel 

68 o 7 percent 

312 lb.,jsec. 

91 lb./sec. 

7440]' 

174o~ 

14oo°F 

124o°F 

5.13 stm 

20 atm 

5.05 atm 

19.98 atm 

426o 

120 inches 

1.,050 inches 

0.824 inches· 

0.113 inches 

12 

.o6o inches x .25 inches 

Triangu.J.ar 

lo70 inches 

120 inches 

26,6oo ft. 2 

9,200 ft.2 

21.8o fto 2 

15.75. ft •2 

-. 
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TAEIE 6 

RECUPERATOR 

Type '1.\lo-pass cross-counterflow, plate and fin heat exchanger 

Material AISI 316-L stainless Steel 

Effectiveness 

N\Dllber of' Cores 

Number of Cores Per Pass 

Weight Per Core 

Fin Spacing, Air Side 

. Fin Spacing, Gas Side 

Plate Spacing, A:J,.r Side 

Plate Spacing, Gas Side 

Flow length, Air Side· 

Flow length, Gas Side 

Flow length Per Core, . Gas Side 

No-Flow Width 

No-Flow Width Per Core 

Number of Rows Per Core, Air Side 

Number of Rows Per Core, Gas Side 

Heat Transfer Area Per Core, Air Side 

Heat Transfer Area Per Core, Gas Side 

Free Flow Area Per Core, Air Side 

Free Flow ~a Per Core, Gas Side 

Fin Thiclmess 

Plate Thiclmess 

47 

72 percent 

28 

14 

855 lbs. 

8 per inch 

8 per inch 

0.5 inch 

0.5 inch 

96 inches 

62 inches 

30 inches 

144 inches 

8.5 inches 

8 

9 

1505 fto 2 

1505 fto 2 

2 o. 728 f't. 

'2 
2.620 ft. 

0.010 inches 

0.015 inches 

,• 
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TABlE 1 

HELIUM LOOP PRESSURE LOSSES 

Helium Flow · 

Hot Side 

Cold Side 

Pressure 

1 - 4* Reactor Loss - Split into two streams: 

1 

1- 2 

2 

2 - 3 

3 - 4 

4 

4 - 5 

5 - 6 

6 - 7 

8 - 9 

9 - 10 

10 - 1 

Cooling Stream 
5#/sec. 

Inlet Loss 0.001 

Core Bnd End Piece 0.265 

Outlet 0.135 

Turning Negligibl.e 

Outer Shell o.oo2 

Outlet Turn 0.001 

Dif'i"usion o.o24 

TOTAL o.428 

lieat Exchanger 

Rotation and Acceleration 

Diffusion :from Fan 

Return Duct 

DiffUsion to Reactor 

1 - 10 - 1 TOl'AL ~ cL 
p ]'J . 

7- 8 Pressure Rise Across Fan ~ tf, 
p 

* Ref'er to Figure 3 f'or identif'ication of' points. 

48 

91#/sec. 

1740 F 

124o F 

20 atmos. 

Hot Stream 
86#/sec. 

0.001 

·o.289 

o.o34 

0.075· 

0.002 

0.003 

0.024 

0.428 

0.100 

0.063 

0.024 

0.015 

0.021 

0.651 

o.651 



TAEIE8 

HELIUM STAGE BlADE DESIGN DATA 

RADIUS NUMBER· BlADE SOLIDITY DESIGN 
RATIO OF BlADES CHORD CHAMBER 

ROTOR 1.000 29 2.92 -75 .65 
.876 .856 .790 
-752 ·998 .975 

STAroR ·. 1.000 34 3.33 1.000 1.25 
.876 1.14o - 1.325 
.752 1.330 1;.392 

I 

. , 

THICKNESS 
'f, CHORD 

.o6 

.oa 

.iO 

.10 

.10 

.10 

ANGIE 
SE'I'.riEG 

51.48 
46.45 
J.o.o8 

9-39 
10.72 
12.30 
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TABIB 9 

COST DATA 

EIOINEEORIIiG TESTING 8c TOTAL-
-~-
COST, 

PROTO'l'!PE 8c DESmB DEVEIDFMENT COST $/k.Y 

ReactOl!' & Heat Exchanger 
(includes all bellum 

2-485 000 , . , 1,500,000 3,3&>,000 7,365,000 49i 

circuit ccmrponents) 

Gas 'lurbine Power Un1 t 1,200,000 750,000. 900,000 2;,850,000 190 
C1l ·(includes all ducting, 
0 reeuperator, and controls) 

Generators & Miscel.laneous 515,000 515,000 34.3 
Equipment 

Pcnrer Plant Building J.8o,ooo - J.Bo,ooo 12 

Reactor Fuel COst Boo,ooo aoo,ooo 53·3 
( approxiJDated) 

T<m\1. 5,J.Bo,ooo 2,250,000 4,28o,ooo 11,710,000 780.6 

.•-
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APPENDIX~ 

Lifetime of Thermal Neutrons 

In a hamogeneou.e thermal reactor the neutron lifetime is dete:rmined pri-

marily by neutron capture properites of the reaetor materials and is given 

by th8 ratio 

.1 T = l . 
l 

(l) 

. where Z:ath is :iiBeroscopic capture cross-section for thermal neutrons arid 

vth is the velocity of a neutron in thermal equilibrium with its sur-.t"ound

ings o In a reflector-moderated reactor the lifetime of thermal neutrons 

is determined primarily by the time they Spend in tbe reflector-moderator 

before enterill8 .the fUel region, in which they are quickly absorbed because 

of' the high lo!O!al cleneJi ty of fuelo It is the purpose ·of this Appendi;Jt to,- : 

estimate· the mean lifetime of thermal. neutrons. in the reflector-moderated 

reactor and to compare this with the mean lifetime for the homogeneous 

reactor from Equation (l)o 

The general equation for the slowing down of neutrons, in the steady state, is 

~ S(u) f 

where D is the dif':f"wlion coefficient 1 Za is the ma!O!rosc:opic absorption 

coefficient, Z is the logarithmic decrement for the moderating material, 

~ 8 is the macroscopic s~attering cross section, u ie the· neutron lethargy, 

S ( u.) is the lethargy spectnm of f'iasion neutrons, f is the sou:rce strength 

of neutrons f'ram fi~sion, and f is the neutron flux:o For the the~ 
I 
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region the slowing down term becomes indeterminate since both ? and du 

become zero o We can then writE 

lil 2.s th 

(3) 

where 

du 

l {4) 

is the number of thermal collisions. Consider a region of reflector-

moderator in Which the coefficients are constantj and in which there are 

negligible absorption~ and sources in the regi,on, the absorptions occurring 

in reactor fuel outside the reflector~moderatoro Then Equation (2) becomes 

(5) 

The time between successive thermal collisions is 

l 

(6) 

The time interval for a Nth thermal collisions is then 

(7) 

Equation (5) beeomesj with Dth : 1 
3 z:_ 

t th 

2 
v ce 3 z:..s th 

th (8) 
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For a slab geometry, by separating variables 

q: . :: I'// sin (II-!.) _ 
th 1o L e 

2 
. 1T v t . th 

where the geometry is as shown below 

·x 
t '· I 

L 

Leakage f'rom the surface, at x = 0, is given by 

.1L 
2 IT Vth t 

L ' 2 
3 Z. L 

B th 

e 

The ~an leakage time for all neutrons ia 

7T[: 2 
vth t 7T 

~ nth fo 3 L L2 
D,T2 - L 0 . 8 th 

x{~ 2 
1T vth t 

Dth Po I, . 0 32 2 
L 

s th 
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dt 
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Performing the integrations 

3 ~s th L2 

2 
7T vth (12) 

Since it bas been specified tba.t all the neutrons lea.king f'rom. the re:tl.ector

m.oderator are immediately absorbed (by fuel), EqUation (12) represents the 

mean lifetime of thermal neutrons in the reflector-moderated reactor to 

the extent that Equation (9) is a. good representation of the neutron distri-

bution in the moderator o This m:u.st be checked empirically for reactors 

under considerationo From Equations (1) and (.12) the ratio of the mean 

lifetime of'thermal neutrons in the reflector-moderated reactor to that in 

the homogeneous reactor is given by 

(13) 

Relatively long lifeti.Irles of thermal neutrons in the reflector-moderated· 

reactor hence result from a high value of the. scattering cross-section 

(.Z:.s th), a high critical ma,ss ( ~ th), and a relatively wide distribution 
. . . 2 

of thermal neutrons in the reflector moderator (L ) .. 
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APPENDlX 2 · 

Experimenta.i Program 

. ' 

The experimental. work on the erosion· ar graphite by helium and the diffusion 

ot helium· through s-tainless steel at high temperatures wa.s carried_ out by 

the Aerophysies Development Cprporation at Santa Mom.ca, Calitorilia. The 

report in its entirety was ~oduced a5 received. Details of procedure 
. ' ' 

and equipment as wel,.l as resul~s are presented here. 
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TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Bill Parrish DATE: 31 July 1956 

Structures Test 

Final Report, Studebaker-Packard Contract 
AT(JQ.J) -214 
Inter-Co. Work Order No. 1 

PURPOSE OF TEST: 

Experimental investigations to determine the feasi
bility of proposed design schemes for gas cooled reactors. 
In particular, 

1) The rate of diffusion of helium through stain
less steel at high temperature. 

2) The rate of erosion of graphite at high tempera
ture by a high velocity helium stream. 

1) DIFFUSION TEST 

PROCEDURE: .. 

The design of the identical hot and cold diffusion 
test samples was determined by furnace dimensions and the 
availability of steel tubing. The number of welds on the 
samples was kept at a minimum, and the w.elds of ·the hot samples 
were all located outside the furnace. Figures 1 and 2 show the 
1/2" diameter test tube which was located inside a 1 1/2" dia
meter tube. A helium atmosphere was established between these 
two tubes, the pressure of 80 psi being supplied.by a connection 
to a helium bottle. The hot samples were, furthermore, placed 
inside a LECO 2600 furnace which maintained a temperature of 
1200°F by means of a controller connected to a thermocouple in
side the furnace, Figure ). To detect any leaks, the samples 
were built the following way: 

A) The two end plates were welded to the.l/2" diameter 
tube. Any weld burn-through was. detected by visual 
inspection. 

B) The ends of the test tube were pinched off and welded. 
The tube was heated in the center with ends submerged 
in water. to check for leaks of test tube. 
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C) The outside ,1-1/12" diameter, tube was slid over 
the small tube and welded to the end plates., 

D) The helium supply lead was welded to the outside 
tube a 

All the welding was done.in an argon ·dtmosphere. 

The sample tubes were of welded and redrawn construc
·tion, and were of the following materials: 

Type 
Type 

304 Stainless Steel, 
347. Stainless Steel, 

.035" Wall 

.020" Wall 

A total of four test samples, a cold and a hot one of each ma
terial, were assembled. In addition to these four test speci
mens, a fifth small tube was closed and sealed the same way 
and at the same time to determine the standard content of he
lium in the atmosphere at the beginning of the test. 

The amount of helium in the test tubes after the dif
fusion·test was determined by mass-spectrography at the Consoli
dated Engineering Corporation, Pasadena ... 

RESULTS: 

ll'EST TUBE WALL MANIFOLD FURNACE t d * in PRESSURE TEMP., TIME HELIUM 8oNTENT 
]::>Sig OF DAYS Vol Pts. In Million 

(0) 347 0 .020 - - - 0 

(1} 304 c .. 035 BO B0° 20 9 

( 2) 304 H .. 035 BO 1200° 20 15 

(3) 347 c .,020 BO B0° 20 12 

(4) 347 H .020 BO 1200° 20 23 

* Analysis by Consolidated Engineering Corporation, Pasadena •. 
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ANALYSIS: 

Exposed surface: 

Volume of Tube: 

Instead of calculating an actual. diffus;on constant 
a simpler value f - FLOW RATE OF HELIUM per in exposed sur
face per day will be used. 

The volume of helium 1which diffused though the walls 
of our test tube (at room temperature, atmospheric pressure) is 

V x do = 6.60 X do 
. -3 

. f = V X do = ~6.;..., 6~0::---...:;:d;.;:.o = 6. 66 x 10 x do 
sx t 49.5 20 

in3 helium 
in2 daY -

These values reduced to a walJ thickness .020" are 
listed as f,. 

TEST TUBE WALL f in3 heliumJ 
in da in~ f, 

. ( 1) 304C .035 60 X 10 -9 105 X 10-9 

( 2) 304H .035 100 X 10-9 
175 X 10-9 

( 3) 347C .020 8o x lo-9 80 X 10-9 

( 4) 347H .020 154 X 10-9 154 X 10 
-9 

*Helium at room temp., atmospheric pressure 

In both cold and hot test Type 347 Stainless Steel 
has a lower flow rate than Type 304. 
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It is proposed to take photomicrographs of sections 
through the cold and hot tubes to determine any changes in 
grain structure •. 

2) EROSION· TEST 

PROCEDURE: 

In these testshelium was blasted at graphite at high 
velocity in order to find any erosive action heliummight have. 
This was done at room temperature and at a high temperature 
close to what is found in reactor operationse · 

All the graphite used in this test was supplied by 
Great Lakes Carbon Company. 

The type of samples used for cold and hot tests is 
shown in Figures 4, 5, and 8. 

Micrographs were taken before and after the test. 
Figure 12 to Figure 19. · 

J'YPE OF. TEST 

COLD 

HOT 

PROPERTIES 
OF MATERIAL 

Apparent Density 
.g/cc 

Electr. Resistivity 
· · Ohm/in 

COLD TEST 

HPC-7 

1 Sample 

1 Sample 

1.81 

.00032 

·HPJLM HLM· 

1 Sample 1 Sample 

None 1 Sample 

1.70 1.90 

.00034 .00026 

The polished.side of small graphite cubes was set 
1/10" away from a welding tip whose orifice.had been reduced to 
.042" diameter by silver brazing and drilling with a No. 58 drill. 
This tip was connected to a helium bottle, the flow being regu
lated by a pressure reducer and a flow meter. The graphite was 
placed in a small plexiglass box for protection. This box was 
adequately vented. to prevent build-up of back pressure. Figures, 
4, 6, and 7. 
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HOT TEST 

. The current of a 400 Amp DC-Welder was used for the 
resistance heating of the graphite pieces up to the desired·. 
temperatUre. For this purpose the center section of the test
piece was reduced to a small cross-sectional area (1/4 x l/4·in) 
to obtain the proper electric resistance. The test piece itself 
was placed in a box made up of stainless steel and asbestos and 
was supported at both ends. Two copper end pieces screwed into 
the graphite provided a connection to the welder leads. A 
calibrated Chromel-Alumel Thermocouple inserted into the graphite 
close to the blast point and connected to.a Millivoltmeter was 
used for adjusting the welder current and consequently maintaining 
a constant temperature. (F'igures 9, 10, 11) 

The helium was controlled by a pressure reducer and.a 
flow meter and the helium bottles were connected to allow con
tinuou~ op~rations. Before ·blasting· at the graphite through a 
.,042" diameter stainless steel nozzle, the helium passed a heat
ing coil inside a furnace where. it was heated up to about 700°F. 
Special precaution had been taken to provide an oxygen free. 
atmosphere inside the blast box. This was successfully achieved 
by building the.box as tight as possible and using the helium 
itself for automatic sealingo The starting sequence was: 

1. 
2. 
3 .. 

Shut down was done in the 

RESULTS: 

COLD TESTS 

Turn on helium 
Start furnace 
Start welder 

opposite way. 

The results can be summarized in the following way: 

SAMPLE TIME P1*· VO~UME** REMARKS 
Hrso/mino 12_Sig_ ft. /hour 

HPC-7 8/10 40 100 No erosion Fig. 

HP3LM 8/10 40 100 No erosion Fig. 

HLM 11/10 40 100 .No erosion Fig .. 
... _ 

= Pressure set at regulator 'I' 
.,J,...J., - Flow rate measured at Flowmeter .............. 
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HOT TESTS 

SAMPLE TIME Pl VOLUME TEMP~ WELDER CURRENY REMARKS 
Hours psig ft3/Hour Of Amp . 

HPC-7· 1 40 100 60° - No erosion 

2500° 280 
Fig. 14 

4 40 45 

HLM 1 40 100 60° - No erosion 

4 40 45 2500° ·280 
Fig. 19 

ANALYSIS 

In order to establish at.least sonic flow at the 
no.z·zle .. the flow meter was opened completely in both cold and hot· 
test5. Furthermore, the pressure was increased above the··cri~tical 
pressure, i.e., above the point where a further increase in pres..;. 
su~e does increase the flow rate. 

The critical pressure was 30 psia, whereas, the pres
sure was actually set at 40 psigc The acoustic velocity of 
helium at 510°R is 2700 ft/sec. . 

Flow of helium was measured by a flow meter~ This 
measurement and the known flow area of the nozzle were used to 
confirm the acoustic veloc:ity at the nozzle exit •. The relation- 2 ship between velocity and flow volume for helium and the 0.042 in 
orifice is 

U (speed ft/sec) = 29 x volume (ft3/hr} 
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On the cold samples we had 

Voltune = I o-t> ·.ft 3 )lc U.r 

u = 
or, Hi thin the accuracy_ of our calculations, the speed of sound. 

!;e~ /eLl' e....r 
Fred Heller 

-

( 
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Figure l Diffusion Tube 
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Figure 2 Helium Diffusion Test 
Top: Test Tube 
Bottom: Test Tube Installed In Outer Tube 
~-lith Helium Supply Tube 
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Figure 3 Hot Diffusio~ Samples Installed In LECO 
2600 Furnace. 
Left : Controller Connected To Thermocouple 
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Figure 4 Cold Blast Box 
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Figure 5 Graphite Erosion Samples 
Top: Hot Sample 
Bottom: Cold Sample 
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Figure 6 Setup Of Cold Erosion Test 
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Figure 7 Closeup Of Cold Blast Boxes With Samples 
Installed 
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Figure 8 Hot Blast Box 
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Figure 9 Hot Graphite Erosion Sample Installed IL 
Bla st Box , With Thermocouple And Millivcltmeter 
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Figure 10 HoJ Blast Box With Welder Leads And He:iam 
No3zle 
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Figure ll Furnace Used For Heating Of Helium In Hot 
Erosion Test 
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Figure 12 HPC -7: POLISHED SURFACE BEFORE TESTS 
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Figure 13 HPC-7: COLD EROSION SAMPLE AFTER TEST 
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Figure 14 HPC-7: HOT EROSION SAMPLE AFTER TEST 
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Figure 15 HP3LM: POLISHED SURFACE BEFORE TEST 
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Figure- 16 HP3LM: COLD EROSION SAMPLE AFTER TEST 
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Figure 17 HLM: POLISHED SURFACE BEFORE TESTS 
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Figure 18 HLM: COLD EROSION SAMPLE AFTER TEST 
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Figure 19 HLM: HOT EROSION SAMPLE AFTER TEST 
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